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As we rapidly approach the end of yet another busy
year in our exciting industry, a year dotted with milestones in construction, conferences, training and
marketing, here at Flexi Magazine we would like to offer
thanks and season’s greeting on behalf of CANZ.
We offer a special thank you to our sponsors and
contributors who now fill our pages with valued articles
from business, legal and technical perspectives. On
behalf of President Susan Lake and her CANZ team, I
wish you all a safe and happy Christmas and holiday
season.
— Graeme Stilwell, Editor Flexi Magazine.

CANZ honours apprentice Caleb
This year’s Composites Association of New
Zealand Apprenticeship Award has been won by
Caleb Burke of FI Innovations Ltd.
Caleb (right) is being congratulated by Gareth
Dykes, Composite Engineer and Managing
Director of FI Innovations Ltd.

Something for
everyone at
Conference 2016 .
Simple ’no-dig’
cure for damaged
pipelines . .
Raising the bar for
everyone
— YOUR SAY
WorkSafe extends
timeline on new
HASNO regulations

By Kate Taylor, Business Advisor and
Director – Advantage Business

W

E all do it: avoid
things we’re not
good at or just simply don’t enjoy. It’s
human nature and actually part
of our survival instinct, but it’s
not always helpful.
As a business advisor I encounter a
lot of businesses (almost all) who
seriously hamper their own potential
(by up to 50 per cent) by avoiding one
aspect of their business plan.
Once I start working with a client I
start to unravel not only how the business operates, but how the people
behind the business operate. It’s
when you start to unravel the why
behind the how (why an individual
chooses one path or option over another) the direction and flow of the
business becomes clearer.
It often emerges that a person with
great influence in the business doesn’t
feel particularly equipped in one area –
and one of two things happen:

They Delegate —
Delegation is a key business skill
and a good idea in areas of selfdiagnosed weakness, the issue arises
when accountability for a key area of
the business is delegated. It’s not just

By Mark Battley

This year’s venue for the CANZ conference was the
Royal Port Nicholson Yacht Club on the Wellington waterfront. Thankfully, there were no earthquakes although we
did have lots of rain and wind, and we had a good view of
the containers on the other side of the harbour that had
been blown over.
The venue worked really well and the conference was
well attended, with stalwarts of the industry and first-timers.
We started with Kevin Sweet from Victoria University giving
us an interesting talk about the role of digital manufacturing,
including some great examples of how automation can
enable significant changes in what is possible. Following the
conference a CANZ member company has partnered with
Kevin to work on a project together so it will be interesting to
see what develops.
Kate Taylor from Advantage Business then talked about
how to keep track of the cash in your business to make sure
that that you actually generate a profit, not just turnover.
We then heard from Roger Shackelford from Staples

Rodway about what their financial crystal ball is telling
us – things looked okay in a New Zealand context,
although I’m not sure how clearly their crystal ball saw
the Trump effect on its way.
Kelly Hanson-White from the Ministry of Innovation,
Business and Employment gave us an update on WorkSafe/HASNO changes and then Chris van der Hor
discussed what has been going with the NZ Marine and
Composites Industry Training Organisation. They have
done a lot more than just change their name this year,
with some important developments in reviewing and
extending the curriculum, and also a great initiative to
introduce school children to our industry.
The AGM went smoothly with some new additions to
the Executive committee. Susan Lake didn’t manage to
escape from the President role so we can look forward
to more of her enthusiastic leadership this year.
Following lunch Nicole Miller from Callaghan Innovation presented an overview of Manufacturing 4.0, looking

Don’t get me
wrong. It is hard.
Change is hard.
Changing mindsets is the hardest of all. On the
flipside – the
victory and transformation that
result are the
sweetest you will
ever know.

the work but the problem that is outsourced – and
that’s not good.

They Avoid —
This is like leaving the three monkeys in charge.
They see no evil (don’t acknowledge), speak no evil
(they don’t actively discuss) and hear no evil (any
failings are attributed to something else). They are
refusing to listen to what the business is telling them.
Although neither is perfect – Option One is the
better of the two. If you’re lucky the “delegate-ee” will
have natural strength and a real passion and vision in
the area.
Option Two has the power to cripple otherwise
incredibly well performing businesses. Ignoring any
aspect of your operations will impede success. You
may be able to “cover up” the shortfall by overworking
other areas – but it will eventually come back to bite
you.
None of this is really surprising. It’s human nature to
gravitate to areas of strength, rather than battle with
the “tough stuff” – but the impact “avoiding avoidance”
can have on both your personal and professional life is
profound.
For the record, embracing doesn’t mean taking it
over and doing it all yourself – it’s about being engaged and taking accountability.
Poor John
It’s a common story —

• John started making widgets because he was
good at it and enjoyed the process.
• His customer base grew as his product was
good, he is knowledgeable and provided good
service.
• John needs to upsize to keep up with demand – so he takes on more staff and increases
production capacity.
• New products get added to the widget range
based on customer demand and so the company
grows.
• Now “suddenly” John finds himself running a
fully-fledged business, he’s responsible for livelihoods of others, tax obligations, strategy, sales
and marketing, supplier engagement . . . you
get the picture.
“Poor John” isn’t a businessman by nature – he’s
just passionate about widgets. He’s increasingly
bewildered by the demands the business is placing on
him. When the economy slumps he knows he needs to
pick up his game in terms of strategic Sales and
Marketing as well as Cashflow Management to ensure
the continued success of his widget business – but
he’s at a complete loss as to what to do, how to do it
and what he should be measuring.
In short he’s struggling to see “What success looks
like” – so he buries his head in the sand and “hopes

Kate Taylor, Business Advisor and Director – Advantage Business

the storm will pass”. If he survives it will be more through
good luck than good management. He doesn’t know where
to start and what to do and so he busies himself with the
aspects of the business he is more comfortable with.
Any of this sounding familiar yet?
However – if John . . .

• Spent a little bit of time upskilling himself to at

least understand the fundamentals of Cashflow Management and Strategic Marketing;
• Really scoped out “What success looked like” in
each of these areas, and
• Set some key goals in terms of the business
needs and the direction he would like to take it in . . .
. . . he would find the confidence to lead these areas
from the front. Sure, he might entrust someone else to take
ownership of the day-to-day stuff – but essentially the
accountability would still sit with him.

at how the “Internet of Everything” is likely to change the
manufacturing industry. Then I gave an overview of composites research at the University of Auckland, University
of Waikato, University of Canterbury, Victoria University,
and Dawn Smith from Scion presented their work.
We finished off the formal part of the day with 15-minute
suppliers’ presentations followed by a round-table discussion of industry requirements. Speakers included Aurora
Glass Fibre, DIAB, Element Raw Materials, Gurit, NZ
Fibreglass and PJ Hobbs. Interesting as they all were,
Gurit’s Finite Element Analysis of a giant cow was my
highlight!
Finally we checked out the bar’s great selection, then
had a great dinner to celebrate 40 years of the Composites Association of New Zealand – and Bobbie’s birthday!
Thanks to everybody who attended and spoke, and also to
our sponsors NZ Fibreglass Ltd, Gurit (Asia Pacific) Ltd
and Nuplex.
Next year will be in Auckland – see you there! 

Although your name may not be John and you may not
be in the widget-making business – if you are a business
owner and are very honest with yourself you are likely to
draw some parallels.
For my own part I am finding that when I “feel the fear
and do it anyway” I consistently see remarkable results
and wonder why I haven’t taken the steps sooner. I have
discovered (in both my professional and personal life) that
when I embrace the enemy the chasm to bridge it not as
wide as I had thought . . .
• Being a bigger picture person I can find the
minutiae of Financial Analysis rather mind-numbing.
However, purposefully upskilling myself in this area
has enabled me to find satisfaction in “painting the
bigger picture” with the brush-strokes of detail.
• Senior Leadership roles have always seemed
just beyond my grasp – not because of my lack of
ability in this area but because I perceived no one
wanted to be led by me. I was recently proven wrong
when I “put myself out there” and was appointed a
Director of Advantage Business.
• Dieting never worked for me in the long term.
The thought of calorie counting always smacked of
self-deprivation and saying “NO” to food enraged my
inner foodie. When I tried intermittent fasting (the
ultimate in food deprivation) I actually found it was
easier to say “not now” rather than “no”. It stuck and
it works.
Don’t get me wrong. It is hard. Change is hard. Changing mindsets is the hardest of all. On the flipside – the
victory and transformation that result are the sweetest
you will ever know.
So I urge each and every one of you – identify your
enemy, embrace it and then (if necessary) seek help
taming it. 

By Zac Haar, Carboglass

So, I’ve been tasked with talking about our marketing campaign because maybe we have some ideas
that others can benefit from.
In short, Yes. We have embarked on a bit of a
marketing campaign, but not one worthy of the pages
of this fine publication. Sure, we have a flash website
and a Facebook page but, like so many others, selling
ourselves to the world is something that we just don’t
seem to excel at.
I suppose, one of the biggest issues we face is not
that the rest of you are competitors to us, but rather
that we as a group are competing with steel, concrete
and timber on a daily basis. Each of us in our own little
niche have perhaps the lion’s share of the work we
want but it’s the market as a whole that we need to
grow. I see no point trying to look better or more attractive than other composite manufacturers as it
inevitably ends up as a race to the bottom.
So what is Carboglass doing about this?
Well, being more actively involved in CANZ is a
good place to start. CANZ has slowly been rolling out
training sessions over the past couple of years, with
more to follow soon. We are trying to attend as many
as we can, even repeating the same material a few
times.
WHY? Because there is always something to learn.
We all need to be better, there is always room for
improvement. If we have an insight that we can share
we can help to raise the bar for everyone. This is a
profession and needs to been seen as such by the
masses.

We attend more networking and business functions
than ever before. These include our local Technology
Valley meetings and Chamber of Commerce events.
At all times singing not only the praises of Composites, but of CANZ and the professionalism that the
industry as a whole is demonstrating.
One area we are aware we come up short in is that
of tender packages. Large contracts can be an absolute minefield to work through. To combat this and to
help us to win jobs we have engaged a Procurement
Advisor. The understanding and expertise these guys
have would have come in really handy last year in
relation to Cycleway in the Hawkes Bay.
We have also made ourselves available to universities to share the knowledge we have with the next
generation of architects and engineers. There are a
number of big companies that do this already, so
small as we are, Carboglass is sharing our knowledge
of the construction industry, particularly Fire Rating
with the masses. This is the market we want, and the
more work our fellow manufacturers get, the larger we
grow the pie, not just our share of it. This is a long
term strategy, one that will perhaps be more beneficial to me than to Dad, who at 64 is probably not get
the chance to really reap the rewards.
It is worth playing the long game (that’s not to say I
won’t take all the short term, immediate help I can get
of course). This year at our conference I had the
privilege of getting to know better a bunch of guys
from all over the country about my age (35). It’s these
guys and others that will be the real beneficiaries of
the work we put in today, both individually and as an
association. 

Understanding
gel coats key
to a pleasing
finish
By Glenn Campbell

A good airflow is important when applying gel coats. But first of all
we should understand what a gel coat is and its importance.
A gel coat is a pigmented resin formulated to protect the composite
part from UV degradation and water ingress, at the same time offering
the part some aesthetic value.
A typical formula for a gel coat requires extra styrene to be added
into the formula to adjust the viscosity of the product to enable the gel
coat to be applied by spray or by brush and provide some flow
(levelling) when on the mould.
Now we all know that styrene is heavier than air, so if the mould
has a complex shape, such as deep channel, it will pool at the bottom
of the mould and slow the cure of the gel coat located in the bottom or
lower parts of a mould. If you have the ability to do so, rotate the
mould so that while the gel coat is curing the styrene vapours can
“pour” out of the mould.
If you do not have this ability make sure to check low spots in the
mould as well as the high spots for the cure of the gel coat. Slow
moving fans directing air flow over the mould can also be used to
move the styrene out from the mould cavities.
The removal of the evaporating styrene is more difficult when the
air surrounding the mould is heavy such as foggy conditions or when
the air is high in humidity. In both cases the air is laden with water
suppressing the styrene from moving away from the mould and therefore inhibiting the cure of the gel coat.
If the gel coat is inhibited from curing we will have a high level of
free styrene in the gel coat at the surface and this will show up at a
later date as yellowing of the gel coat surface. 

Contributed by Glenn Campbell

Replacing aging or damaged pipe infrastructure under our
towns and roadways is the bane of most councils and industries.
It usually means gaping holes in the ground, untidy and
sometimes hazardous excavations and the consequent
disruptions to traffic and business.
But Auckland-based Fletcher Pipeworks is showing the
way in rehabilitation of existing pipelines involving no excavation or environmental impact as well as minimal site
disturbance. The company, a division of Fletcher Construction with a branch also in Christchurch uses a system which
has been in New Zealand for 20 years often called “no dig”
or more commonly “cured in place pipe” (CIPP).
The system is faster and more attractive than traditional
methods of pipe replacement with a minimal effect on common everyday community logistics such as traffic. The liners
installed by Pipeworks range from 10mm to 1000mm in
circumference and can be up to 300 metres in length. The
process can include egg – shaped liners to accommodate
the shape of the old brick sewer lines.
The CIPP process involves the installation of a flexible,

chemical-resistant resin impregnated felt liner inside an existing pipe and then curing it with hot water or steam.
The felt liner is impregnated with the resin either over the
hole or in the factory and transported to the site in a refrigerated container. In both cases you can say the liner becomes a
“prepreg”. The liner has a urethane film on one side allowing it
to be pushed into the pipe that is to be repaired by pumping
water into the liner that has been formed like a “sock”, the
urethane film acting as a water barrier. When the “prepreg”
pipe is in the correct position (usually checked using cameras)
then the water is recirculated through a water heater, raising
the temperature to about 90C. This then activates the heatactivated catalyst which has been added to the resin prior to
the impregnation of the felt. The same process can be carried
out using air and using steam to cure the resin in the
“prepreg”.
The overall application can be carried out in the space of a
day, although larger liners may require longer curing times.
Once cured, the liner is a stand-alone structural pipe designed
to take the loads imposed by soil, the water table and surface
applied weights, such as vehicles and buildings. 
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A resin-impregnated felt liner has a urethane
film to allow it to be slid into position inside
the pipe to be repaired. Hot water is then
used to set off the heat-activated catalyst that
has been added to the resin.

to all our
graduating trainees

A

SUSAN LAKE
President
of CANZ

Congratulations to
our apprentices
and their mentors
At this year’s NZ Marine and Composites ITO Graduation ceremony, 15
composite technicians were recognised for completing their apprenticeships. This graduation was particularly
special for me as CBC had our first
two graduates, Callum and Matthew!!
Caleb Burke of FI Innovations is our
second recipient of the Composites
Association’s annual Leadership
Award. Caleb was nominated by his
employer and selected by the ITO
because of his initiative, attention to
detail and leadership. Congratulations
to Caleb and all graduates on your
achievement.
A special thanks on behalf of the
entire Association to the companies
who have mentored and fostered the
graduates. While we all recognise
there is an immediate skill shortage, it
takes forward thinking and dedication
for companies to train staff through
the NZMAC ITO Apprentice Programme but the quality of these
graduates is the reward. I must also
thank the dedication of the ITO staff
for their efforts in mentoring and working with the Association to ensure that
the training is relevant.
2016 has been a busy year and
looking ahead to 2017 there are no
signs of things slowing down for the
Industry or the Association. Our
membership is growing and there is
plenty of work ahead. At this year’s
Conference, we formed three subcommittees to focus efforts for Training,
Marketing and Development led by
Glenn Campbell, Greg Simons and
Mark Battley, respectively. These
committees are an opportunity for all
members to get involved and I encourage members to contact Caroline or
the Chairs for more information.
We should soon hear on our application for Composite Technician to be
added to the Immediate Skills Shortage list and the outcome of our submissions on the HASNO review –
though as Steve’s article states the
later has been delayed due to the
volume of submissions. There is no
doubt that there will be more work
here in the coming year.
I wish everyone a Merry Christmas,
Happy Holidays, and a Relaxing New
Year as we recover from a hectic year
before we take on 2017 together!
— Susan Lake

S ANOTHER busy year of industry training comes to a close, it’s
time for NZMAC ITO to celebrate the hard work of over 50 graduates who have completed their training. We’re immensely proud of
our graduates from the composites industry, completing their
apprenticeships as qualified composites tradespeople.
This year’s Composites Association of New Zealand Award has been
awarded to Caleb Burke of FI Innovations.
Caleb began his composites apprenticeship at FI Innovations in 2014,
and has continued to refine his skills as a composites technician throughout
the last three years. During his time at FI Innovations Caleb has shown
many great attributes including: using his initiative, being extremely versatile, having a great eye for detail, challenging the status quo, continuously
identifying and initiating improvement opportunities, and always exceeding
expectations with regard to quality, reliability and forward thinking.
Caleb leads FI Innovation’s infusion team with responsibilities including
product development, streamlining of processes and systems, and scheduling work. Caleb oversaw the transition from standard bag infusion to silicon
bag infusion and set up the systems and processes for foam filling of
Stabicraft pontoon boats.
As a highly valued team member, FI Innovations are very sure he will go
a long way in the composites industry, leading it to new strengths. 

This year’s recipient of the NZMAC ITO Youth
Leadership Award was Jay-Evan Paskell, of C-Quip
International.
While training with NZMAC ITO Jay has completed his Pre-Apprenticeship Programme, Composites (Level 3), and Composites (Level 4) qualifications.
Jay began his career at Lloyd Stevenson Boatbuilders with a work placement. From there he
secured a full time position at C-Quip International,
where he has trained and worked for the last five
years. Jay is now the supervisor of the clean room
and the Lamination Team Leader. Throughout his
apprenticeship Jay has shown a great passion for
the composites industry and industry training. He
takes immense pride in his workmanship and
displays pronounced leadership in his team. 

Jay-Evan Paskell, of
C-Quip International,
winner of the NZMAC
ITO Youth Leadership
Award.

Dylan McIntosh – Aeromarine Industries Ltd.
Jordan Guildford – Rocket Lab Ltd.
Leonard Nauer – Fibre Reinforced Plastics (FRP).
Matthew Larsen – Core Builders Composites.
Reece Fortune – Mackay Boats Ltd.
Sean Freer – C-Quip International Ltd.
Sean Kerr – Rocket Lab Ltd.
Sebastien Masters – Yachting Developments.
Stacey Lockett – Fibre Reinforced Plastics (FRP).
Yasmin Li – Waikato Milking Systems.
Caleb Burke – FI Innovations Ltd.
Jason Thomas – C G Composites.
Jay-Evan Paskell – C-Quip Interna-

Joel Davies - Mackay Boats Ltd.
Jordan Guildford – Rocket Lab Ltd.
Zachary Haar – C G Composites.

School to Work
programme
proving popular
The New Zealand Marine and Composites Industry
Training Organisation’s pilot School to Work Programme
for senior secondary students keen to enter the composites industry is gaining momentum.
For the past 12 months NZMAC ITO has been piloting
a programme where Year 12 and 13 students are selected by NZMAC ITO to engage with the 3+2 programme. Typically, each week students work three days
at school studying for their NCEA and two days in paid
employment with an employer who provides them with
training. The students are assessed against industry unit
standards which are credited towards NCEA and industry
qualifications.
The students have found the placements invaluable in
making their career choices. Many have indicated they
would be interested in taking up an apprenticeship at the
end of the programme. Participating schools have reported the students are more motivated and engaged at
school.
NZMAC ITO selects students carefully to ensure they
are enthusiastic about learning new industry skills and
are a fit for the workplace and for the intended training.
NZMAC ITO guides the students through the application
process, introduction to the workplace, work readiness,
and supports the student throughout the programme.
General Manager of NZMAC ITO Chris van der Hor
says approximately one-third of the people working in the
New Zealand marine industry today have graduated from
an apprenticeship scheme and manage or own a business.
“Even though we’re only a small ITO, we are leaders
in the provision of meaningful and a cost-effective option
for school students, with wider benefits to all of New
Zealand and the New Zealand economy,” Chris told Flexi
Magazine.
Melanie Bray, Careers Advisor at Michael Park
School, said the NZMAC ITO School to Work Programme
had been an extremely positive experience to be a part
of, “both as a school and also for our student”.
“It was a key initiative and turning point for Tom (our
student),” Melanie said.
“Timing was everything as Tom was a student who
was no longer achieving at school but was not emotionally ready to leave. I had an email from Tracey Eaton,
NZMAC ITO Schools Transition Advisor, which from the
outset sounded like an interesting prospect so I filed the
information away in my emails and my own head,” she
said.
“Within a month of receiving that email I was discussing Tom with a colleague and the penny dropped; this
could be something that may be very positive for our
student. From there we set the wheels in motion and the
whole communication, process and experience as a
whole has proved extremely positive and easy.
“Tom was able to remain at school while gaining work
experience and exposure to an industry he had not
previously considered. One of the things that I really
liked about this programme was that it allows the student
to take a ‘mini step’ into the industry without having to
make a hard decision to leave school totally and try to
find a job/career outside of school without really knowing
if it is what they want to do,” Melanie said.

With proper consideration (particularly at the
outset of a venture), the current and future
prospect for making commercial gain from IP can
be greatly enhanced. Although set-up costs can
sometimes represent a substantial proportion of
the costs involved with establishing a business at
its inception, the return on that investment can be
handsomely rewarded both during trading
and on exit.
Flexi Magazine is pleased to bring to CANZ members another article from James Carnie, Partner,
Clendons, Commercial Lawyers, Auckland.

T

HERE is increasing awareness of the value of intellectual property rights,
including recognition that innovation and design can create specific demand,
influence consumer preference and generate ongoing product/brand loyalty.
Owners and creators of intellectual property rights will often seek to exploit
those rights for their economic benefit. This can include immediate and ongoing benefits, such as trading or licence revenues, as well as future benefits (trade sale, IPO or
otherwise) on exit.
Steps taken in the formation and structuring of business arrangements will often be
essential to realising both immediate and future benefits: the terms of intellectual
property licences granted, for example.
This article discusses some important considerations when commercialising intellectual property.

Identify and secure the intellectual property
The first step (and it is a critical one) is to identify the IP that will (or might) arise in
the course of the venture, and to assess how that IP is to be defined and protected,
used for commercial gain, and then (in most cases) transferred by sale or licence for
gain on exit.
Most ventures will own copyright and trade marks and ventures giving rise to inventive business solutions might well have patentable rights.
Specific protection is available for innovative functional designs under the Designs
Act. The IP will often include valuable know-how accumulated within the venture, and
proprietary information (i.e. information that the venture is entitled to regard as its
property, generally being secret and the product of the venture’s work effort) which
can include customer lists, operating manuals and the like.
Future improvements to the IP can arise from a variety of sources, including licensees/franchisees, manufacturers, contractors and employees. Business contracts
should, where appropriate, secure rights to own/use these improvements.
Businesses choosing not to secure their IP at the outset risk losing any possible
monopoly rights through public disclosure, and have greatly diminished ability to
protect the IP in the event of challenge or misappropriation. While this may not greatly
alter the operating profits in the venture (at least initially), the loss of control over the
IP will be felt when attempting to exit the venture, to form collaborative arrangements
(including raising capital), or upon the defection of key employees or contractors.

Ownership structure
It is similarly important to get ownership and trading structures “right” from day one.
For example, the costs incurred in seeking to recover/preserve key IP when posttrading disputes arise with business partners (including opportunistic profiteering) will
greatly exceed the set-up costs foregone. Indeed, proper structures can prevent the
motivation for such disputes arising at all.
The separation of IP ownership from trading risks is highly desirable, where possible. Tax efficiency is also an important objective, particularly in the case of registered
IP rights.

Commercial strategy
The strategy for making commercial gain from IP will vary depending on the specific
circumstances, including:
• The product/industry type;
• Market dynamics and entry/exit barriers;
• Capital requirements and sources;
• Risk appetite;
• Immediate/long term objectives, notably exit strategy; and
• Revenue streams and costs.
Depending on the particular venture, a strategic evaluation may lead to differing
structures (e.g. licensing, franchising, joint venture, partnership).

Disclaimer
PO Box 1305
Auckland
New Zealand
Phone: +64 9 306 8000
DDI:
+64 9 306 8002
Fax:
+64 9 306 8009
Email: james.carnie@clendons.co.nz

This article, by its nature,
cannot be comprehensive and
cannot be relied on by any client
as advice.
It is provided to assist clients to
identify legal issues on which they
should seek legal advice.
Please consult the professional
staff of Clendons for advice
specific to your situation.

In most commercial IP structures, key issues between business partners (apart
from monetary commitments) will include:
(a) Exclusivity;
(b) Territory;
(c) Marketing (e.g. the duty to generate demand/turnover in the territory);
(d) Financial reporting and data availability (including audit rights);
(e) Duration and termination;
(f) IP registration/filing/protection obligations and costs;
(g) Performance obligations;
(h) IP warranties and indemnities (if any);
(i) Quality standards;
(j) Representations to consumers;
(k) Relative contributions to the business model.
Careful consideration should be given the support provided to licensees, to
ensure that there are real incentives to achieve objectives. Having the business
structure and documentation well prepared is essential to ensure that licensees are
motivated and do not become disenfranchised or disinterested in the venture.

Branding
Much has been written about the success of design-led businesses, particularly
in New Zealand where our geographic isolation and exclusion from dominant
global markets increase the importance of product differentiation and reputation.
Branding can also play an important overall role in a successful IP strategy. The
brand of a product/service, and controlling the appearance of that brand to end
consumers, is vital in securing the overall value of the venture’s IP. Clever and well
thought out slogans often supplement trade marks in forming part of the brand.
Contracts with business partners should impose appropriate branding obligations (e.g. the obligation to attach prescribed labels, or to not remove or alter labels
already attached). In so doing ownership rights and promotion of the brand in all
markets can effectively be achieved.
Branding and labelling can include appropriate IP notices (e.g. ©, ® or TM,
patent or design registration number), which indicate an intention to protect the IP
using relevant laws.

International considerations
There are important differences in the way various countries treat IP, from recognition of differing rights to varying registration regimes/requirements. Various
other strategic and cross-border issues (commercial and legal) will be relevant
also. For example, when licensing products into some territories, it is unlawful to
exclude all warranties in favour of the licensee. Such “limitations” will be viewed as
ineffective at law. There are, however, statutory minimums that can be adopted.
It is important to take advice from experts in the relevant territories. Partnering
with local advisors that are members of international networks can assist.

Market intelligence
A key part of a successful strategy to successfully utilise IP is analysing the
intended market(s), and adopting appropriate structures, product offerings and
partner relationships to succeed.
The early identification of business partners capable of assisting, particularly
those with complementary goods or services, can provide valuable local assistance and contacts.
An analysis should include assessing key market players (including prospects),
barriers to entry, regulatory and political risks, and demand factors.
New Zealand Trade and Enterprise can provide some valuable assistance in
appropriate markets. For international business models, NZTE provides a range of
services to accelerate market entry and international business growth, including its
“beachhead” programme (see http://www.nzte.govt.nz/). 

Here’s
good reasons
why you will benefit

1 The Association for Composites
If your work or interest is composites and fibreglass, we
are the only association that focuses entirely on this
business today. It helps one keep up with technology and
other changes, and with our links to overseas composites
association provides links worldwide. An association "Code
of Ethics" protects members.

A reminder that the new HASNO
Regulations are still not in force. Due to the
large number of submissions that were
received (I hope yours was there) the note at
right has been circulated by WorkSafe.
This gives our industry extra time to submit an
application for variation. Any conditions
subsequently negotiated and accepted, will
remain in place, as has been pointed out before. Applications received AFTER the new
regulations come into force, will have any
conditions reviewed every five years, and
changes made. It would therefore be wise to
apply now.
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— Steve Bond.

2 Legislation Assistance
The composites Association keeps abreast of changes and
issues guidelines to members.

3 Own Code Of Practice
Our very own “Composites Code of Practice” was published in 1998 and is the accepted “Code” for our industry.
All members were able to provide input into its development to ensure it was workable. Compliance with the
“Code” is the best way of meeting NZ health and safety
requirements.

4 Annual Conference
Keeping up-to-date with technology can be as easy as
attending the Association’s conferences. Overseas speakers tell us about new materials, technology and equipment.
There are hands on equipment and materials demonstrations and an exhibition with ideas and information for all.

5 Regular Flexi Magazine
A regular magazine called Flexi is published for members
to keep them abreast of what is going on in the industry in
New Zealand and globally.

6 Industry Training
The association has led in the development of training
courses to suit our industry, working in association with the
New Zealand Marine and Composites Industry Training
Organisation.

7 Education, Marketing, Standards
Members can attend educational evenings to learn about
materials and techniques. Members can participate in
projects to market composites in New Zealand and support
the development of accepted standards. An example of
this was the publication of a “FRP Design Manual”.

8 Low Cost
The cost to members is very reasonable indeed, in view of
the comprehensive service provided by the Association.
This is a great investment for your future in our industry.

9 Official Solicitors
CANZ would like to acknowledge and thank new sponsor
Clendons, Barristers and Solicitors, Commercial Lawyers,
Auckland, now official solicitors for CANZ in its official
magazines, newsletters and other communications to
members.

Welcome to our
new members
Rocket Lab Ltd
Auckland
Tel 09 373 2721
www.rocketlab.co.nz
Kiwi Composites Innovations Ltd
Cambridge
Tel 022 170 6780

By Steve Bond
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e have a result. Pragmatism is
alive and well.

Those of you who have read my articles and
participated in my surveys on HASNO over
the last few years may have detected a
certain amount of anxiety towards the regulations and how
they may be applied.
The overriding principle seemed to be that all employers
would be required to wrap their employees in cotton-wool
onesies, keep them in temperature-controlled rooms and
feed them organic broccoli and boiled chicken, skinless of
course. (The food is my extension of the truth. They don’t
comment on diet.)
Making a profit to keep jobs seemed a secondary, if not
an inconvenient, pastime.
I have since yielded a little. (See footnote).
After waiting anxiously for a reply to our application for
variation, I can now report that pragmatism in the regulators
is actually still alive and well. We have a result that is pretty
much all I asked for, and more importantly, makes some
significant statements for the industry. We have been allowed to extend our carrying of DGs to the limits we currently have in the factory. Fantastic, as this is considerably
above the 1-drum limit in the regs.
As expected, there are some conditions, but I will only
address the one of importance.
In the first response they required that “. . . there must be
vapour monitoring . . . set to alarm at 10per cent of the LEL
of polyester . . . ”
I replied to say that this is an expensive and difficult
requirement, which is also a bit superfluous, as every employee would alarm, vocally, well before that level. Plus, the
STEL is only 1.5 per cent of the LEL as well. I also pointed
out the flash point of Styrene is 35C, and global warming
hasn’t reached us to that extent as yet.
Of great impact I believe, I supported my comments for all
this by providing them with the paper by Ken Holyoake,
“Styrene and worker protection in the Composites industry.”
— Sept 15, 2006.
After waiting a further month, we have an amended result

with a condition that I believe is significant for the industry.
Within three months we must develop procedures that:
1. Detect situations where flammable substance
vapours are at 150ppm, and,
2. Ensure the concentration does not exceed 10
per cent of the LEL (1100ppm Styrene).
I have requested clarification on what is the intended
action on Point 1, as nothing is stated. By the time you
read this, I may have an answer.
However, Point 2 has significance in that by requiring us
to keep below 10 per cent of the LEL, we will not have an
explosive atmosphere. Which is quite the converse to
what is implied in the regulations, where if you have an
open container, you automatically have an explosive
atmosphere and Zone 1 applies. Some of the previous
requirements, should no longer apply.
Ken has fought long and hard on these points and to
date was having little success. It appears they have finally
taken it on board, and have come up with a pragmatic
answer to what was a looming storm cloud for the industry. We owe our utmost appreciation to Ken for his efforts.
To be clear and not raise hopes for all others who have
made applications, our factory does have some advantages by:
1. Being fully sprinklered
2. Is a long way from any other building.
3. All shops are fully cross-flow ventilated.
4. Is spacious and kept clean.
Our application included photos that reflected this. I
hope yours did as well.
Footnote. While as above, I have viewed much of
these new regulations, and efforts required to comply,
with disdain, having watched the documentary on the
Pike River disaster last night, I sympathise with the
regulators. While still perhaps a little far reaching,
there is little doubt there is a need.
Let’s all strive to strike the right balance.
— Bondy.

